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Abstract New nuclear data are required for improved neutron and proton radiotherapy 
treatment planning as well as future applications of high-energy particle accelerators. Mod- 
ern neutron radiotherapy employs energies extending to 70 MeV, while industrial applica- 
tions such as transmutation and tritium breeding may generate neutrons exceeding energies 
of 100 MeV. Secondary neutrons produced by advanced proton therapy facilities can have 
energies as high as 250 MeV. Each use requires nuclear data for transport calculations and 
analysis of radiation effects (dosimetry). We discuss the nuclear data needs supportive of 
these applications including the different information requirements. As data in this energy 
region are sparse and likely to remain so, advanced nuclear model calculations can provide 
some of the needed information. In this context, we present new evaluated nuclear data €or 
C, N, and 0. Additional experimental information, including integral and differential data, 
are required to confirm these results and to bound further calculations. We indicate the 
required new data to be measured and the difficulties in carrying out such experiments. 

This work was performed in part under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by 
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48 and 
by athe Los Alamos National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-36. 
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1 Introduction 
Nuclear data are fundamental to our understanding of dosimetry in radiation therapy and 
radiological protection when energetic neutrons and protons are used. The type, accuracy, 
and specificity of the needed information vary with the application. For proton radiother- 
apy, neutron production and nonelastic cross section information are essential to predicting 
shielding requirements and designing beam delivery devices. Neutron therapy dosimetry and 
more importantly neutron transport calculations for dosimetry demand detailed microscopic 
charged particle production information for prediction and interpretation of absorbed dose to 
the patient. Albeit with less precision and accuracy, similar data are essential for radiation 
protection applications. Recently proposed applications in accelerator based transmutation 
of nuclear waste[33,3,5] and production of tritium[20] also require considerable nuclear data. 

Below 20 MeV and particularly below 15 MeV neutron energy, extensively evaluated 
nuclear data are readily available for most elements and reaction mechanisms. Evaluated 
libraries are highly recommended as these data, while not always complete or perfect, are 
under continuous scrutiny by experimentalists and theorists and therefore are considered 
the best available. Covering the neutron energy range from lo-" to 20 MeV, the libraries 
contain detailed information on total, elastic, inelastic, and partial reaction cross sections. 
The number, spectra, and angular distribution of gamma-rays emitted by neutron-induced 
reactions are also included for some reactions on some materials. Most evaluated libraries 
do not include detailed information on charged-particle emission spectra and angular dis- 
tributions, since they were originally designed for neutron transport applications. However, 
some recent evaluations include such data. The US standard data library is the Evaluated 
Nuclear Data File Library version B-VI, ENDF/B-VI, available from the National Nuclear 
Data Center (NNDC) at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Similar libraries are available 
through the Nuclear Energy Agency Data Bank in Paris, the International Atomic Energy 
Agency Nuclear Data Section in Vienna, the Nuclear Data Center in Obninsk (Russia), and 
through centers in Tokai-mura (Japan), Beijing (China), other national centers, and national 
laboratories such as at Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore (the ENDL library). Data are 
available electronically in the ENDF/B format, and many of these institutions, and their 
data, are accessible through the World Wide Web. 

It is generally difficult to obtain detailed evaluated information on the charged particles 
emitted in reactions (induced by neutrons or other energetic particles) or on integral quan- 
tities such as kerma factors. At present, such information exists in the form of reports and 
articles (for example Refs. [8,26,4, 10, 113); however, data for some of these evaluations are 
expected to be available electronically shortly. These data bases are of particular interest 
because they treat higher neutron energies and they were created principally for medical 
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applications. 
We note that the present ENDF evaluations result from the abiding needs of the nuclear 

power industry and nuclear weapons applications, and this information evolved from forty 
years of intensive experimental and nuclear model research. Unfortunately extension of the 
existing evaluated data libraries to  higher energies with the same comprehensive experimental 
detail is unlikely. Hence, nuclear modeling and semi-empirical techniques can be used to 
expand and interpolate the existing charged-particle information for purposes of estimating 
kerma factor values[l9]. The weakness in basing such efforts on limited charged-particle data 
or inadequate nuclear models was demonstrated by comparisons of integral kerma factor 
measurements for carbon and oxygen with values determined from the expanded nuclear 
data base[l2, 131. 

Previously, the most accurate and well-benchmarked calculations of higher-energy neu- 
tron reactions on biologically-important elements were those of Brenner and Prael[7]. New 
experimental results, together with our recent improvements in nuclear model calculation 
capabilities, make this an opportune time to perform a new analysis. The charged-particle 
emission spectra measured at UC-Davis[50, 511, which were available to Brenner and Prael, 
are now supplemented by measurements from Louvain-la-Neuve[48] and Los Alamos[21]. 
Also, recent measurements of elastic scattering [23, 29, 35, 401, along with their optical 
model analyses and compilations of elastic and inelastic scattering[29], are particularly use- 
ful for this work. Nuclear modeling improvements were incorporated into the FKK-GNASH 
code and described in detail in Refs. [9, 10, 541. By including nuclear structure and nuclear 
reaction mechanisms specific to  light nuclei and making use of recent advances in the mul- 
tistep theory of preequilibrium nuclear reactions, we have used this code to model neutron 
reactions on biological elements. 

In this report we summarize some new results of nuclear-model-based estimates of micro- 
scopic cross section information for carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen'. Results are compared with 
existing microscopic and integral measurements. The elemental results are combined to pro- 
vide integral kerma factor values for the critical dosimetric mixtures A-150 plastic and ICRU- 
muscle. These calculations and evaluations were driven by the nuclear data needs of the 
rapidly developing all-particle stochastic treatment planning initiative - PEREG'R,INE[53]. 
Finally, we suggest calculations and measurements needed to extend the nuclear data base 
to 100 MeV for medical and industrial applications. 

' 
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2 Nuclear Reaction Models 
Even though the experimental data base for neutron reactions on C, N, and 0 has grown 
in recent years, the existing measurements are still relatively sparse. To. determine the 
kerma factors and cross sections needed for radiation transport calculations, a comprehensive 
account of the emission spectra and angular distributions of secondary particles produced in 
the reaction is needed. Nuclear theory and models can interpolate between measurements 
and extrapolate to where measurements have not been made. This can be done in practice 
by optimizing the models and the model-parameters used to account for the existing data. 
Thus validated, the model calculations can then be used with some confidence in regions 
where measurements do not exist. 

2.1 Elastic and Inelastic Scattering 
Elastic scattering processes are important in two ways. Firstly, elastic scattering generally 
occurs in more than- 50% of the scattering events, and the scattered neutron 'energy and 
angular distributions must be known to describe the neutron transport through matter. 
Secondly, the target nucleus' recoil kinetic energy contributes to the kerma (and absorbed 
dose). Kinematics determines that the kinetic energy transferred to the recoil nucleus varies 
inversely with the target nuclear mass, and so the elastic partial kerma contribution can be 
significant for reactions on light nuclei. 

Optical model analyses are used to determine the elastic scattering cross sections and 
angular distributions. They are also used to determine particle transmission coefficients 
and the reaction cross section (which is equivalent to the total nonelastic cross section at 
these energies). Reference [lo] shows how these theoretical analyses describe the elastic 
and reaction cross sections fairly well. However, since there are  a number of experimental 
measurements of the reaction and total cross sections, we have made small renormalizations 
to the calculated reaction and elastic cross sections (and transmission coefficients) to better 
describe these measurements (except for carbon, where we did not modify the calculations). 

2.2 Nonelastic reactions 
Nonelastic reaction mechanisms describe the many different possible nuclear fragment ation 
processes and are the dominant contribution to the kerma factors above 20 MeV. To calcu- 
late these cross sections, we use the FKK-GNASH nuclear reaction modeling code, which 
implements preequilibrium and equilibrium decay theories. 
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The interaction of the projectile neutron with the target nucleus is described as taking 
place through a number of stages. Initially the neutron interacts with a nucleon within 
the nucleus, exciting a particle-hole pair. The excited nucleons may then undergo further 
interactions, until all the energy brought in by the projectile is shared among the target 
nucleons in an equilibrated state. However, it is also possible for particles to be emitted 
from the early stages of the reaction, giving the preequilibrium secondary particles which 
are typically of high-energy and exhibit a forward-peaked angular distribution. After the 
preequilibrium phase of the reaction, the residual nuclei (which are usually left in excited 
states) then decay by equilibrium particle or gamma-ray emission. 

The preequilibrium emission of nucleons was calculated using the quantum-mechanical 
Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin (FKK) [17] multistep direct and multistep compound theory. 
Preequilibrium emission of deuterons and alpha particles was determined with the clus- 
ter model of Kalbach [30]. In these calculations, model parameters were adjusted (within 
their uncertainties) to optimize agreement with experimental data. 

Additionally, in some cases we preevaluated the neutron, proton, deuteron, and alpha 
particle angle-integrated “primary” (or first-particle) preequilibrium spectra by considering 
experimental measurements, as well as predictions from the FKK and semiclassical[9] theo- 
ries. This procedure incorporated restrictions from energy and flux conservation (unitarity), 
and systematical observations suggesting that the ratio of neutron to proton differential 
(angle-integrated) preequilibrium cross sections is approximately 2:l [31, lo]. 

The advantage of this new method for determining preequilibrium cross sections within an 
evaluation is that it does not rely solely on model calculations, but utilizes the experimental 
information where it exists. These predetermined preequilibrium spectra are then included 
as an input into the FKK-GNASR code, so that the final results have the usual advantages 
of nuclear data based on model calculations - they naturally conserve energy, unitarity, 
angular momentum, and parity. Following “primary” preequilibrium emission, but before 
equilibrium emission, we allow emission of a second nucleon using the multiple preequilibrium 
theory[9]. This mechanism becomes important above a few tens of MeV incident energy, 
and is necessary for determining accurately the emission spectra, as well as the magnitude 
of “exclusive” reaction cross sections (such as (n,2n), and the (n,nY3cr) for C). 

Following preequilibrium emission, Hauser-Feshbach theory is used to describe the se- 
quential decays of the residual nuclei by particle or gamma-ray emission. All possible se- 
quential reaction pathways are included. These calculations incorporate a full conservation of 
angular momentum and parity, and use the low-lying experimentally-measured nuclear level 
schemes for the nuclei (both target, intermediate, and residual) involved. Above a certain 
excitation energy (usually of the order of 10 MeV for the light nuclei, but determined in each 
case from level density analyses [lo, ll]), measured data are no longer complete and instead 
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a statistical level density description is used. This continuum level density was obtained from 
the model of Ignatyuk [27], and is matched continuously onto the known low-lying levels. 

2.3 Comparison with Previous Calculations 
Many previous efforts applied nuclear reaction model codes to estimate neutron cross sections 
and kerma factors on biologically-important elements. The present work differs from most of 
these in two principal ways: (1) a greater use is made of measurements (some of which were 
made only recently) in generating these evaluated data; and (2) the underlying physics in 
the modeling code was optimized for describing reactions on light nuclei. In most previous 
calculations detailed comparisons with measured data (e.g., emission spectra) are not made, 
and it is difficult to assess the accuracy of these results. However, two previous works do 
provide detailed comparisons with experimental data: that of Brenner and Prael, and that 
of Dimbylow. 

Using an early version of the modeling code used in this work Dimbylow[l5] applied 
calculated neutron reactions up to 50 MeV on a range of biologically-important elements. 
Comparisons of these results with the UC-Davis data showed that while the gross features 
of the data were described, high-energy deuteron and proton emission were significantly 
underestimated.. These deficiencies were due to the use of rather crude preequilibrium models 
in that early code, as well as the neglect of multiple preequilibrium processes. 

Brenner and Prael used an intranuclear cascade (INC) model to describe the fast-particle 
emission, followed by a Fermi-break-up model to describe equilibrium decay, for neutrons,. 
up to 80 MeV on C, N, and 0. Importantly, they recognized that nuclear models specif- 
ically designed for light nuclei must be used to obtain satisfactory results, and included 
models for direct (high-energy) deuteron and alpha emission. They also included nuclear 
structure information of the decaying nuclei in the Fermi break-up calculations (but not in 
the INC calculations). Through extensive comparisons with data, particularly the UC-Davis 
charged-particle emission spectra, they demonstrated that their model calculations describe 
the data well. To some extent the agreement with measurements is surprising since the INC 
theory assumes that the mean-free-path of the bombarding particle is large compared to the 
nucleon-nucleon separation, which is not true for incident energies below 100 MeV. Unlike 
Brenner and Prael’s work, the present work also considers elastic scattering and gamma-ray 
production. As we shall show in the next section, our calculations account for the measured 
data somewhat more accurately than those of Brenner and Prael. 

I 
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3 Results 

3.1 Cross Sections 
In order to establish the accuracy of the evaluated cross section data, extensive comparisons 
with experimental measurements must be made. Such data can be classified as “exclusive” 
data, where a combination of ejectiles with a uniquely determined residual nucleus are spec- 
ified (e.g., (n,2n), (n,pn), (n,n’3a) reactions, etc.) or as “inclusive” data, where all possible 
exclusive reactions which contribute to the emission of a particle of interest are summed 
together (e.g. the inclusive proton emission cross section, also known as the proton produc- 
tion cross section and written as (n,xp), includes exclusive reactions such as (n,np), (n,2p), 
etc.). An example of comparison with exclusive data is shown in Fig. 1 for the important 
12C(n,n’3a) where our calculations are seen to describe the measurements well. At the in- 
cident energies included, the 3a break-up cross section accounts for a significant fraction of 
the nonelastic processes. Comparisons with other exclusive reaction channels are made in 
Refs. [ lo ,  111. Above 20 MeV however .most .measurements are of inclusive emission spec- 
tra of light particles (A 5 4), and it is these data on which we concentrate since they are 
critically important for correctly determining the dosimetry and the transport. 

Inclusive emission spectra of charged particles with A 5 4 for C, N, and 0 were mea- 
sured by Subramanian e t  d. [50, 511 at neutron energies of 27, 40, and 61 MeV. Recently, 
Slypen et aZ.[48] reported inclusive A 5 4 charged particle spectra for C at 43, 63, and 73 
MeV, while Haight et  aZ.[21] measured inclusive alpha-particle spectra for carbon up to 40 
MeV with a pulsed neutron source that is continuous in neutron energy. These authors 
measured the double-differential cross sections at a range of angles, and thence determined 
the angle-integrated emission spectra. .The angular distributions are important for correctly 
accounting for the transport effects of the radiation. Since charged-particle ranges are not 
large, the angle-integrated spectra are most important in determining the partial kerma 
factors. Therefore it is these data with which we compare our calculations most extensively. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the calculated and measured angle-integrated emission spectra 
of protons, deuterons, and alphas for C and 0. We show Brenner and Prael’s calculations 
(dashed lines) for comparison. It is evident that our model calculations account for the 
measurements rather well, generally agreeing with the experimental data better than those 
of Brenner and Prael (particularly for the deuterons). The preponderance of alpha particles 
is related to the tight-binding and the relative stability of the alpha particle. The structure 
that is seen in the calculated cross sections, particularly at the highest emission energies but 
also sometimes at the lowest incident energies, is due to our inclusion of the experimental 
discrete low-lying nuclear levels in the calculations. 
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In the case of oxygen, Fig. 3 shows two sets of data for the angle-integrated 60-MeV 
proton spectrum: the original values obtained from UC-Davis[43] and newly derived results 
which we obtained [ll] from angle-integration of the original UC-Davis double-differential 
data. Our newly derived “experimental” results are seen to be generally lower than the 
original UC-Davis values. This is because the UC-Davis measurements for oxygen only 
extended to angles as high as 65 degrees. To integrate their differential data they assumed a 
constant value from 65-degrees back to 180 degrees, which overestimates the backward-angle 
cross sections since aagular distributions are generdy very forward-peaked at these energies. 
For carbon the UC-Davis data did not suffer from this problem since a more comprehensive 
angular range was measured, though nitrogen, like oxygen, was measured only to 65 degrees. 
For a more realistic angle-integration scheme, we used the shape of the angular distributions 
from our model calculations to extrapolate the measured data from 65 to 180-degrees. This 
approach is justifiable since our calculated angular distributions generally account for the 
measured distributions well [lo? 111. It is evident that the model calculations are in better 
agreement with these newly derived angle-integrated data. In the future we plan to perform 
new angle-integrations of all the 0 and N UC-Davis data. Clearly a high priority for future 
experiments is to  determine emission spectra over a wider angular range. 

4 Kerma Factors 

4.1 Elemental Kerma Factor 
An import ant consequence of these microscopic cross section calculations is the determination 
of integral radiation dosimetry quantities - kerma factors. Figure 4 shows total and ejected 
particle partial kerma factors for C and 0. Such detailed information is a direct result of the 
inclusive modeling technique. Note that the proton kerma increases rapidly with energy and 
exceeds that for alpha particles at 50 MeV(C) and 42 MeV(0). Another sticking consequence 
is the contribution of deuterons which exceeds that for alpha particles at higher neutron 
energies, reaching 25%(C) and 20%(0) of the total kerma at 100 MeV. This rapid increase 
in proton and deuteron kerma at higher energies was not recognized in the earlier extension 
to 32 MeV of ENDF/B-VI[19]. Table 1 compares the present cross sections and those of 
that evaluation. Total kerma factor values above 20-MeV neutron energy combined with the 
Howerton evaluated[24] values are shown .for C, N, and 0 in the lower panel of Fig. 5. 

Comparisons of integral calculations and measurements are a necessary but not sufficient 
guide to the reliability of modeling results. Although kerma determinations above 20 MeV 
are sparse, recent results greatly increased the available experimental data base. Figure 6 
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Table 1: Exclusive reaction cross sections (in mb) for n +12 C up to 30 MeV, for the most 
important reaction channels, compared with ENDF/B-V1[19]. 

20 122 0 29 13 7 20 289 
23 97 1 23 28 24 12 298 
27 69 4 21 52 45 5 252 
30 58 8 23 46 55 3 228 

20 90 0 ’  13 53 26 42 299 
23 80 4 5 25 24 15 305 
27 60 17 1 9 8 7 254 
30 53 24 0 4 4 4 228 

Axton ENDF/B-VI evaluation 

shows measured kerma factor values compared to the present calculations for C and 0. While 
there is still some spread in the experimental values, the agreement is generally quite good, 
especially with the more recent work of Schrewe e t  aZ.[47]. The importance of measuring 
complete back-angle particle emission data and the power of accurate modeling is clearly 
shown by the significant correction to the oxygen value of Brady and Romero. As men- 
tioned, the original double differential proton, deuteron, and alpha particle emission data 
were reintegrated using model calculations to estimate data beyond 65”. 

Direct kerma determinations for C and 0 employ geometrically identical instrumenta- 
tion frequently operated simultaneously [12, 22, 471. Systematic uncertainties, particularly 
those associated with the neutron fluence are reduced by forming the ratio of kerma factors. 
Figure 7 shows ratios of all measured values as well as values derived from the present calcu- 
lations and those from White e t  aZ.[52]. Uncertainties were derived from the original values 
combined in quadrature. 

4.2 Kerma Factors of Mixtures 
Kerma factors for A-150 plastic[49] and ICRU-muscle[25] are determined from the elemental 
kerma factors for C, N, and 0 combined with a recent evaluation of the hydrogen kerma 
factors[42]. Percentage kerma values by particle type for A-150 plastic and ICRU muscle are 
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shown in Fig. 8. Similar information organized by elemental contribution is given in Fig. 9. 
For the latter figures, the present results mere joined with the Livermore evaluation below 
20-MeV neutron energy. Kerma from elements other than C, 0, and 0 was approximated 
by distributing their mass fractions in the mixture amongst those for C, N, and 0 according 
to the original relative mass fractions of C, N, and 0. For A-150 plastic the mass fractions 
are H:0.101327, C:0.807676, N:0.036511, and 0:0.054487, while for ICRU muscle they are 
H:0.101997, C:0.124525, N:0.035425, and 0:0.738043. Again the contribution of deuteron 
kerma at higher energies is evident. At similar high energies, the kerma for A-150 plastic is 
dominated by carbon and that for ICRU muscle by oxygen. Total kerma factor values for 
A-150 plastic and ICRU muscle are plotted versus neutron energy in Fig. 5. 

' 

' 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 
These results demonstrate that advances in nuclear modeling can greatly enhance our knowl- 
edge of microscopic cross section information essential to neutron radiotherapy and other 
applications. The critical need for experimental information to normalize and verify the cal- 
culations is also apparent. The present work concentrated upon elements essential for neutron 
transport and dosimetry for therapy applications. Much more information is needed. Table 2 
shows the principal needs organized by dosimetry and transport. As for C, N, and 0, there 
is a poverty of microscopic cross section information for the stated elements. Besides C, N, 
and 0, Si and Ca require the most complete information for dosimetry. Detailed ejectile data 
are needed for Si 'to support applications in electronics. As bone is almost always present 
in the radiated field in neutron radiotherapy, Ca data are essential for accurate dosimetry. 
P, K, and N are present at less than a few percent in most tissues and dosimeters; less 
comprehensive data are required. For neutron transport calculations, Fe( Cu) and W(Pb) 
are the elements next in importance to C, N, and 0. We anticipate that the cross sections 
for Cu and Pb above 20 MeV are similar enough to Fe and W that values can be readily 
substituted for purposes of neutron transport. Information about Si, Ca, and N are required 
for transport calculations due their presence in significant quantities in concrete and air. 

Acquisition of all of this essential information by measurements is unlikely. Suitable fa- 
cilities are increasingly scarce and funding is very limited. These facts emphasize the need 
for expanded modeling efforts. Measurements, and to an extent calculations, are also com- 
plicated by the neutron spectrum encountered at energies above 20 MeV. Monochromatic 
neutron sources are not possible. An example of this is shown by the most recent kerma 
determinations by Schrewe et aZ.[47] who used a 71.8-MeV proton beam bombarding a non- 
stopping (2 mm) Be target to generate neutrons. The measured neutron spectrum[l, 37,441 
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Table 2: Required Neutron Cross Sections Information for Radiotherapy 

Absorbed Dose 
Element p a! d recoil 

H J  
c J J J J  
0 J J J J  

Transport 
Element n,r  

H J 
C J 
0 J 

Importancet 

TImportance 
(1) Need best accuracy, most complete data, small neutron energy intervals. 
(2) Need good accuracy, wider spacing of neutron energies. 
(3) High accuracy is not needed; approximate data are adequate. 

at the measurement point convolved with our kerma factor for carbon values is shown in 
Fig. 10. Also plotted are values deduced from a LAHET[38] model calculation of the neu- 
tron spectrum for the exact geometry used and also convolved with the same carbon kerma 
factors. The agreement between measured and calculated values is quite good for the princi- 
pal neutron peak. However, LAHET fails to predict the numerous preequilibrium neutrons 
observed. Use of an intranuclear cascade code at these energies is not appropriate, even 
one that includes modeling of preequilibrium neutron emission, and emphasizes the need for 
extension of the present modeling efforts to neutron source characterizations. Figure 10 also 
shows the running sum of the percentage carbon kerma as a function of neutron energy. Off- 
energy neutrons contribute almost 50% of the total kerma that could be detected requiring 
a large correction to the measured detector response. Even using neutron time-of-flight to 
isolate the detector response, the uncertainties in the final result are greatly increased by 
the presence of these off-energy neutrons. 
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In summary, adyanced nuclear modeling of all microscopic cross sections for C, N, and 
0 is shown to accurately replicate experimental information, differential and integral. As 
such, very complete nuclear data files are generated and suitable for use in transport calcu- 
lations. Extension of this work to other important elements is essential to complete the data 
base needed for medical and industrial applications. Finally, some new experimental data, 
particularly microscopic cross section information measured to back angles, are needed to 
bound and verify the modeling results. 

I 
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Figure 2: Calculated CarLou angIe-integmt,cd inclusive spcctra (solid linea) 
for proton, deuteron, and alpha jgrtidc emission compared With m-ured 
valuerj[50, 6,48, 211 and previous cdculations[?]. 
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Figure 3: Calculated oxygen angleintegrated inclusive spectra (solid lines) 
for proton, deuteron, and aI91ia partide crnission .compared with measwed 
mluea[SO] and previous calcuIations[~. 
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Figure 4: Calculated carton and oxygen values for total kerma and for that 
due to diff'cnt ejktiles plotted versus neutron energy- Total kerma is given 
0x1 the left ordinate while percentage kerma vdhes by partick type are given 
on the right ordinate. 
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Figurc 5: Kernia factor values for carbon, aitrogcn, and oxygcn, lower panel, 
and for A-150 plastic and ICRU muscle, upper panel, pIottod tlcrms neutron 
energy. Values below 20 MeV neutron energy are takcn from Re€. (241- 
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Figurc 6 Calculated carbon, upper panel, and oxygen, lower parid, kerma 
factor values plottcd versus neutrou energy. Values below 20 MeV nentron 
energy are taken from IIowcrton [24]- Other symbols indicate all known 
rncavured kcrrna factor vaiueS-. 
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Figure 7; Calculated and measured cartou to oxygen kerm-a factor ratio 
values plotted versus neutron energy: The present resdta are shown as a 
solid line, while the evaluation o€M%ite et d-i5Z] is represented by a dashed 
line. 
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Figure 8 Calculated percentage kema due to protons, deuterons, alpha 
particles, non-elastic recoils and dastic rccoils. in A-150 plastic, upper panel, 
and ICRU muscle, lower panel, plotted txrsts neutron energy. 
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Figure 9: CaIculated percmtage kenua due to hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, 
and oxygen in A-150 plastic, upper panel, and ICRU muscle, laxer pax& 
plotted wersus neutron energy. Value below 20 MeV used the evaluations of 
Howcrton[24] and Resler142J. 
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Figure 10: Neutron spectrum due to 71.8 McY proton borribardment af a 2 
mxn e e  target convolved with the kerina factor for carbon. Values measured 
by Sdircwc et crZ447’ are shown as dashed line. Values cafculated using thc 
L A ~ T  code systcm are given as a solid line. A running sum wpr&-d- as 
a perccntage of the Schrcwc results is givcn as a dashed-dotted line. 
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